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INTRODUCTION
For centuries the kingdomwas at war, but once again the
realm of men prevailed against the evil hordes of darkness.

Victory came at a high cost. The capital is devastated, the king
is dead and his only heir has been heavily wounded.

As knights of honor, you are sworn to protect the heir and make
sure the noble bloodline continues.

You have escaped from battle and hidden in a remote village,
but you fear that your presence will not remain unnoticed.

Scattered troops of monsters are still roaming the land in
search of the heir’s whereabouts.

This morning you sent out ravens carrying your request for
reinforcements, but it will take at least three more days and

nights until you can expect them to arrive.

In the meantime, your only chance is to defend the village, its
citizens and the heir at all costs.

You are the last barrier between hope and chaos.

Can you withstand the hordes of darkness, protect the helpless
and defend the throne?
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ASSEMBLY

OX CART
FARMHOUSE

3 BARRICADES

WELL

Slide the two
roof pieces into
one another at an
90° angle.

Then slide the
front and back wall
pieces into the
side wall pieces so
that all gaps
connect and place
the roof on top.

Slide the two roof pieces into one another at an
90° angle.

Then slide the front
and back pieces into
the side pieces so
that all gaps
connect. Slide in the
bucket piece on top
and place the roof
on it.

Slide the front and the back
piece of the cart into the gaps of
the cart bo�om.

A�ach each barricade to one of the plas�c stands.

Slide the forest and market board into the suppor�ng side pieces. Then place them on top of
the bo�om piece so that the forest and market boards each fit into the slot at the back of the

bo�om piece.

Then slide the previously assembled piece into
the gaps of the side pieces of the cart.

6 PALISADES
A�ach each palisade to one of the
plas�c stands.

FOREST MARKET



4 Reference Cards
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In Knight Tales players take on the role of a
brave knight that has sworn to protect the heir
and villagers from the evil hordes of darkness
roaming the lands. To be victorious, the players
need to protect the village for three more nights
un�l reinforcements arrive and take the
wounded heir back to the capital safely. While
all players have a common goal and need to
work together, only one of you will achieve the
honor of becoming the hero that is remembered
in future songs and tales.

The game is separated into three rounds of
alterna�ng day and night phases. During the day
phases, players may spend gold to equip
themselves with new items and hire new
companions from the market. When night
approaches, the ba�lefield is filled with roaming
groups of monster minions and champions, led
by a unique boss.

Players will need to figure out the most effec�ve
strategy in order to successfully fight off all
enemies; pu�ng their skills and equipment to
best use. Any monster that is not defeated by
the end of the night phase will cause irreversible
damage to the village that could eventually result
in the death of the heir you have sworn to protect.

The game ends a�er the third night phase has
been resolved, but may end prematurely if the
palisades and the village suffer enough damage to
be destroyed. In this case all players collec�vely
lose the game. If the players can successfully fend
off the horde, they are victorious!

However, only one player will be remembered
as the Knight of Legend in future tales.

This will be the player with the most valor
points gathered in various ways throughout the
game; defea�ng monsters, collec�ng cards,
fulfilling quests and gaining renown.

Place the GAME BOARD (A) in the center of the
table. Place the three BARRICADES (B), the
PALISADES (C), the FARMHOUSE (D), the
OX CART (E) and theWELL (F) on their respec�ve
spots as indicated.

Place the COMBAT DICE (G), EFFECT TOKENS (H)
and GOLD TOKENS (I) in easy reach of all players.

Shuffle theMARKET CARDS (J), place them next
to the game board face-down and deal nine
random market cards face-up on theMARKET
SPOTS (K) on the market.

Shuffle theMINION CARDS (L) and place them
face-down as a deck next to the game board.
Do the same for the CHAMPION CARDS (M) and
BOSS CARDS (N).

Take the three sets of QUEST CARDS (O),
iden�fied by I, II and III. Shuffle each deck
separately and place them face-down behind the
minion and champion cards as shown.

Place the three RENOWN CARDS (P), iden�fied by
I, II and III, face-down below the market cards.

Now it is �me to setup the remaining 3D elements.
Take the FOREST (Q) and place it at the end of the
ba�lefield. Place theMARKET (R) directly
opposite, behind the last rank of market cards.

Finally, place the three TROPHY CARDS (S) face-
up on the market board.

The backs of the minion and champion cards
are iden�cal as this is important for gameplay.
The minion cards can be dis�nguished from
the champion cards by their respec�ve faces
(p. 13 - "Enemy Anatomy").

OVERVIEW SETUP
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Now each player receives their accolade by
randomly drawing one of the available
LONGSWORD CARDS (T). On the back of their
longsword card, players will find the knight
associated with that card.

Players take the KNIGHT BOARD (U)
corresponding to their knight and place it face-
up in front of them, while placing the longsword
card next to it.

All players gather their specific KNIGHT
MINIATURE (V) and CREST TOKENS (W) as
iden�fied by the crest on their knight board.
Each player should a�ach the appropriate colored
plas�c ring to their knight miniature for reference.

All players collect their star�ng gold tokens from
the common reserve (I); 10 GOLD (2 player game),
8 GOLD (3 player game) or 6 GOLD (4 player game)
as appropriate.

Each player places one green HEALTH TOKEN (X)
on the star�ng health level of their knight.
Place a red FATIGUE TOKEN (Y) on either the
1-player spot, the 2-player spot, the 3-player
spot or the 4-player spot corresponding to the
number of players par�cipa�ng in the game.
Lastly, place a blueWRATH TOKEN (Z) on the
star�ng wrath level (p. 7 - “Refresh”).



























As with the other tokens, the health token
may never move on top or beyond the
fa�gue token.









Players decide the order in which they
resolve their dice results. It is o�en best to
resolve the doom results last so the monster
being a�acked does not benefit from a
triggered tac�c card.



Even though the boss is not part of the
ba�le whilst on the forest board, his doom
track is s�ll raised by doom results!

Armor provides shields in each combat. As
this is not a dice result, armor cannot be
cancelled by faith results.

Unrevealed cards in the first rank are revealed
a�er boss movement has taken place.
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GLOSSARY
ACTION CARDS (p. 15)
May be ac�vated once per night phase before
performing an a�ack by placing a crest token on
it. Once ac�vated, the player benefits from its
specific effect.

ARMOR (p. 24)
Adds a number of shields to a boss' combat roll.

ATTACKING BOSSES (p. 24)
Only possible when the boss is in the 3rd , 2nd or
1st rank.

ATTACKING MONSTERS (p. 15)
A player chooses a revealedmonster and spends
an amount of fa�gue equal to themonster's rank.

BATTLEFIELD (p. 11)
The side of the game board on which the
monsters are laid out.

BOSS MOVEMENT (p. 24)
Each �me a boss moves to a new rank (3rd, 2nd,
1st) trigger its ability.

BOSSES (p. 12)
Bosses count as monsters. They start behind the
ba�lefield and may only be a�acked when
entering the 3rd rank or lower. When they move
to a rank, they trigger their ability.

CHAMPIONS (p. 13)
A type of monster. There are 3 different
champions per fac�on.

CLEANUP (p. 21)
Remove all gold and crest tokens from monsters
at the end of the night.

COMBAT ROLL (p. 16)
Take your blue knight dice (usually 3) and all
black and red monster dice (shown on the
monster card plus any from specific effects) and
roll them once. Note that you may never roll
more than 4 dice of the same color.

DAMAGE (p. 19)
A player gets 1 gold from the monster card for
each damage dealt. If a monster has no gold le�,
it is defeated. A knight suffers 1 wound for each
damage dealt to it. Move a knight's health token
one space towards its fa�gue token for each
wound. The health token may not move on top
or beyond the fa�gue token. If the health token
reaches the last spot in front of the fa�gue
token, this player’s night phase ends.

DAY PHASE REFRESH (p. 7)
Return all crest tokens from cards to their
player’s pools. Set wrath marker to the
respec�ve star�ng value for each player.

DEFEAT A MONSTER (p. 19)
When a player deals enough damage to remove
the last gold from a monster, he defeats it. This
player gains the monster card if he has more
crest tokens on it (including those that he would
get from damage in excess) than any other
player. If not, the player who has the most crest
tokens on it gains the monster card.

DOOM (p. 23)
Each �me doom raises because of a doom result
on a die a boss gets stronger. When hi�ng a
golden doom symbol on the doom track, trigger
the current boss tac�c.

END OF DAY (p. 9)
When a player finishes their day phase, they are
moved to the first available spot on the
ba�lefield (top to bo�om). When all players
have done that, the day phase ends.

END OF NIGHT (p. 20)
When a player’s health and fa�gue tokens
meet, this ends the night phase for this player.

FACTION SYMBOLS (p. 9)
Three fac�on symbols: orcs, beasts and undead.

FATIGUE (p. 16)
Spend 1, 2 or 3 fa�gue when a�acking a monster
in the 1st, 2nd or 3rd rank by moving the fa�gue
token closer to your health token but not on top
or beyond it. When this token reaches the last
spot in front of the health token, this knight
completes their last heroic deed before the
player’s night phase ends.

GAME DURATION (p. 7)
Played over three rounds, each with one day
and one night phase.

KNIGHT DICE (p. 18)
A player gets 3 blue knight dice per a�ack.
Effects or wrath could add a fourth one.

LANE DAMAGE (p. 21 & 25)
At the end of the night each undefeated
monster deals lane damage equal to the swords
on its skull symbol. Remove a barricade/
palisade in each lane for each damage done.
Also certain other effects like boss movement or
tac�cs can trigger lane damage. If all barricades/
palisades of a lane have been removed, deal the
damage to the village instead.
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LANES (p. 12)
There are three lanes, each one crossing through
all three ranks and going from the forest board
towards the barricades.

LAST HEROIC DEED (p. 20)
When spending the last fa�gue a player may
suffer unlimited damage as its health token may
not move beyond the fa�gue token.

MARKET (p. 8)
Describes the area of the game board that
contains the market cards.

MINIONS (p. 13)
A type of monster. There are 4 different minions
per fac�on.

MONSTER EFFECTS (p. 15)
Describe a certain effect of a monster that
overwrites the core rules. These effects can be
permanent (lane and rank effects) or trigger
when a monster is a�acked.

MONSTER DECK (p. 11)
When preparing the night phase, you will need to
draw a number of minions and champions from
their discrete decks to form a shuffled, face-
down monster deck.

MONSTER DICE (p. 18)
There are black and the stronger red monster
dice. Each monster card shows how many of each
of them a monster rolls in a combat. Never roll
more than 4 of one color.

PLAYER ORDER (p. 7)
Player with the least swords rolled is placed on
4th village spot, second least swords on 3rd village
spot, and so on.

PURCHASING CARDS (p. 9)
Spend gold equal to the card's indicated gold cost
to purchase it from the market.

QUESTS (p. 7)
Reveal one quest per day phase. Can be fulfilled
throughout the game. First player to fulfill a
quest places their crest token on the 1st spot and
so on. This earns a player extra VP at the end of
the game.

RANKS (p. 12)
There are three ranks with the first rank being
the one in front of the barricades and the third
rank the one in front of the forest board.

REACTION CARDS (p. 16)
May be ac�vated once per night phase a�er a
combat roll has been made and before the dice
are resolved. Some also specifically trigger a�er
the a�ack has been resolved. To use a reac�on
card, place a crest token on it.

RENOWN (p. 20)
At the end of each player's night phase, place a
crest token on the renown level matching the
current health token level (check colored bar) of
that player's knight. This earns a player extra VP
at the end of the game.

REORGANIZING (p. 20)
If there are vacant spots in any lane, move any
monsters in higher ranks forwards once un�l
there are no vacant spots in lower ranks. Always
reveal any monster cards in the first rank once
all movement is done.

RESOLVE ATTACK (p. 18)
Each sword deals one damage and each shield
prevents one damage. Faith results discard a
monster die of choice and doom results raise the
doom track by 1. A�er comparing damage on
each side, apply the damage caused to the
knight and monster figh�ng each other.

REVEAL MONSTERS (p. 11)
Always reveal any monsters in the first rank a�er
all monsters have moved (including the boss).
Monsters with "moves to back" move to the
back of the lane and other monsters in the same
lane move forward once to fill vacant spots.

STARTING PLAYER (p. 7)
Player with the most sword results rolled on one
black, one red and one blue die at the beginning
of the game.

TACTICS (p. 23)
Trigger when the doom token reaches a golden
doom symbol on the doom track. Apply its effect
or excep�on, then place at the bo�om of the
deck so a new face-up tac�c is visible.

TROPHIES (p. 9)
Instead of purchasing a market card, return a
combina�on of 2 of your defeated minions
and/or champions matching the fac�on symbols
on a trophy to acquire it.

VALOR POINTS (p. 22)
Gathered at the end of the game for monsters,
market cards, quests and renown. The player
with the most wins the game.

VILLAGE (p. 21)
The village consists of the farmhouse, the ox cart
and the well. Each �me a monster deals damage
to the village, one of these components is
removed. If the last component is removed, the
game ends and all players lose.

WOUNDS (p. 19)
See ”damage”.

WRATH (p. 16)
Wrath can be spent to either re-roll a blue knight
die once (costs 1 wrath) or add another blue
knight die to your combat roll (costs 2 wrath –
remember you may not have more than 4 dice
of one kind).

These can be done mul�ple �mes if appropriate.

Each �me wrath is spent, move the wrath token
one step towards the health token. The wrath
token may not move on top or beyond the
health token.



SUMMARY
DAY PHASE

1. PLAYER REFRESH
Each player removes all their crest tokens from
their cards and places them back into their pool.

Also, each player sets their fa�gue and health
token back to their star�ng level.

Set the wrath token of each player to the spot
referred to by the current player posi�on on the
village spots.

2. REVEAL QUEST
Reveal the top quest card from the current quest
deck (I - 1st day, II - 2nd day, III - 3rd day). Leave it
face-up un�l the end of the game.

3. REFRESH MARKET CARDS
Turn all face-down market cards face-up.

4. PURCHASE CARDS
In turn order, each player may purchase one
market card or a trophy by spending gold or
discarding 2 required minions and/or champion
cards as appropriate.

This con�nues un�l all players have passed.

5. END OF DAY
A�er a player passes on purchasing cards, their
knight is placed on the first available ba�lefield
spot (top to bo�om) and they no longer
par�cipate in the day phase.

A�er all players have passed on purchasing
cards, the day phase ends and the night phase
begins.

NIGHT PHASE

1. PREPARE BATTLEFIELD
Check the current number of minions and
champions on the renown card for this night (I -
1st night, II - 2nd night, III - 3rd night). Then take
the corresponding number of minions and
champions to create a face-down deck. Shuffle it
and distribute one card face-down on each
available ba�lefield spot. Then flip the current
renown card.

2. REVEAL MONSTERS
Turn all monsters in the 1st rank face-up. Move
any monsters showing “moves to back” to the
back of its lane moving the other monsters one
rank to the front. Then reveal any face-down
monsters in the 1st rank if there are any.

3. BOSS SETUP
Draw the top card from the boss deck and place
it face-up on the deck. This card will determine
the boss for the current night phase. Place 1 gold
on each of the boss' health points. Place the
corresponding boss board against the forest
board and set the doom token on the first level
of the doom track. Shuffle the tac�c deck for this
boss and turn it face-up next to its boss card.

4. ATTACKING MONSTERS
In turn order, each player must a�ack a revealed
monster by spending an amount of fa�gue equal
to its rank. This con�nues un�l a player has no
fa�gue le� to spend, or there are no eligible
monsters to a�ack, and their night phases ends.

Ac�on Cards
Before performing the a�ack, choose to make
use any of your ac�on cards by placing a crest
token on them.

Combat Rolls
Perform a combat roll with 3 knight dice and an
amount of black and red monster dice shown
on the monster card (plus those from effects).

Reac�on Cards
A�er rolling the dice but before resolving the
combat roll, make use of any of your reac�on
cards by placing a crest token on them.

Wrath
Spend 1 wrath to re-roll one of your knight dice
once (you may do so mul�ple �mes) or spend 2
wrath to immediately roll 1 addi�onal knight
dice (to a total of 4 maximum).

Resolve A�ack
In any order, resolve your dice by: Discarding
one monster die for each of your faith results.
Dealing 1 damage (take 1 gold) to the monster
for each of your swords not canceled by a shield
(place a crest token for each damage dealt).
Suffering 1 wound for each monster sword not
canceled by a shield. Raising the doom level by
1 for each doom result.

Then take the monster card if the monster has
no health (gold) le� and you are the player with
the most crest tokens on it. If not, the player
with the most crest tokens takes the card or the
�ed player who first dealt damage to it.

5. END OF NIGHT
A�er a player has no more health/fa�gue
remaining, their night ends and they place their
knight on the first available village spot. A�er all
players are out of the ba�lefield the night ends.

Deal 1 damage to a lane for each minion in it, 2
damage for each champion and 1 damage to all
lanes if the boss is s�ll undefeated.


